AMPLIFY YOUR ADVOCACY!

Share your conference experiences on social media by using #MedStudentsAdvocate and tagging the AMA’s accounts:

- @Amermedicalassn
- @Amermedicalassn and @AMAmfedstudents
- /AmericanMedicalAssociation and /AMAmfedstudents

Social media pro tips:
- Highlight your experience by using our custom Zoom background and filling out and sharing our Instagram Story templates (found in the AMA’s IG Templates highlight on Instagram)
- When beginning a tweet with a handle, if you want your message to go out to all of your followers, make sure you include a period or some type of message in front of the “@”—otherwise, it will only go out to your mutual followers.
- Don’t forget to tag @amermedicalassn in your Instagram story for a chance to be featured on the AMA’s account!